Quick Crossword 29

Across
1 Alignment of planets (11)
9 Largest moon of Saturn (5)
10 Consume a meal (3)
11 Suggest (5)
12 Showing a willingness to achieve results (3-2)
13 Went along to an event (8)
16 In spite of the fact (8)
18 Extremely small (prefix) (5)
21 Possessor (5)
22 Quick sleep (3)
23 Sprites (5)
24 Founded (11)

Down
2 Corpulence (7)
3 A brief note (7)
4 Character of a person (6)
5 Cloak (5)
6 Eg Pacific or Atlantic (5)
7 Substitute (11)
8 Creating an evocative mood (11)
14 Selects (7)
15 Eg Jones or Smith (7)
17 Immature of its kind (of insects) (6)
19 Manages (5)
20 Last Greek letter (5)

Unscramble the letters in the shaded squares to reveal a themed word:
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